Create a workplace
tailored to your needs.
Forget about
distracting noise.

ACOUSTIC
WALLS
Product catalog

Why acoustic walls?
Sound-absorbing barrier
Proper acoustics in the office has a large
impact on the well-being and efficiency
of employees. Acoustic walls have
absorption properties, thanks to which
they suppress sounds, and at the same
time shorten the reverberation time. As a
result, the wall reduces both the noise
coming from outside and inside the
room.

Comfort of work
The acoustic walls can successfully act as
a partition separating work stations. It
provides silence and privacy, significantly
improving the comfort of employees. It
does not require costly and timeconsuming interference with the office
infrastructure.

Who are we?
HIDE is a Polish brand with extensive
experience in the field of acoustic
solutions for offices. Our goal is to
create comfortable workplaces in
which we would like to work
ourselves.

Select comfortable
workstations, quickly
and without
unnecessary costs.

Design
Acoustic walls bring shapes and textures
to the office that enliven the room and
give it a designer character.

Material of execution
We use the highest quality soundabsorbing materials for the production
of our walls. They come only from
proven European suppliers and have a
high rate of sound absorption. The
stands of varnished birch plywood are
equipped with felt pads to prevent
scratching the floor.

Installation process

Modularity

The panels are attached to the
stands with metal clips. The lack of
elements that require self-screwing
guarantees that the process of
installing the walls is extremely
simple and everyone can assemble
them on their own - without the
help of an assembly team.

HIDE acoustic walls are equipped with
stands with a structure that allows the
panels to be placed directly next to
each other or at an angle (using the
wooden spacer included in the set).
This makes it possible to connect the
walls into larger planes, ideally suited
to the office space.
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SMOOTHIE
Wall
160 x 100 cm
Product characteristic
Rectangular
free-standing
walls
with
rounded corners. Filling with soundabsorbing material. Stands made of highquality, 48 cm deep varnished birch
plywood. Simple assembly of the panels to
the stands using metal clips. The stands are
padded from the bottom with felt to
prevent scratching the floor. The walls can
be placed directly next to each other or at
an angle, which gives wide possibilities of
arranging and connecting panels into larger
planes. Materials with a high level of
soundproofing
guarantee
optimal
soundproofing,
while
increasing
the
comfort of work and the sense of privacy.
Panels available in dark gray and light gray.
Panel thickness: 4.5 cm
Stands thickness: 6 cm
Panel size: 160 (H) x 100 (W) x 48 (D of the
stands) cm

Price: 245 EUR net / pc.

SPIRAL
Wall
160 x 100 cm
Product characteristic
Rectangular free-standing walls with a
structure made of lacquered birch plywood.
The lower and upper edges are tubes with
coils wound on thick acoustic felt with a
weight of 750 g / m2. The 48 cm deep
stands are padded underneath with felt to
prevent scratching the floor. Simple
assembly of the panels to the stands using
metal clips. The walls can be placed directly
next to each other or at an angle, which
gives wide possibilities of arranging and
connecting panels into larger planes. The
original
design
and
material
with
soundproofing properties are a duo that will
work perfectly in any noisy office. Panels
available in medium gray.
Felt thickness: 0.5 cm
Stands thickness: 6 cm
Panel size: 160 (H) x 100 (W) x 48 (D of the
stands) cm

Price: 320 EUR net / pc.

ROLLER
Wall
160 x 100 cm
Product characteristic
Rectangular free-standing walls made of
coils of thick acoustic felt with a weight of
750 g / m2. The stands of varnished birch
plywood are 48 cm deep and are padded
on the bottom with felt to prevent
scratching the floor. Simple assembly of the
panels to the stands using metal clips. The
walls can be placed directly next to each
other or at an angle, which gives wide
possibilities of arranging and connecting
panels into larger planes. The original
design and material with soundproofing
properties are a duo that will work perfectly
in any noisy office. Panels available in
medium gray.
Felt thickness: 0.5 cm
Stands thickness: 6 cm
Panel size: 160 (H) x 100 (W) x 48 (D of the
stands) cm

Price: 320 EUR net / pc.

Arrange your office with HIDE and expand your
equipment with other products from this line

Acoustic phone booths

Acoustic curtains

Acoustic meeting rooms

CONTACT US
AQUSTEC sp. z o.o.
www.hidebooth.com
kontakt@hidebooth.com
+48 519 621 887

